
Week of September 27, 2020
Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

W.6.3.B, W.6.3.C,
W.6.3.D, W.6.3.E,
W.6.9.A, L.6.1.A,
L.6.1.F, L.6.1.H,
L.6.1.K, L.6.2.A,
L.6.2.D, L.6.3.A,
L.6.4.B, W.6.4, W.6.5,
W.6.6, W.6.9, W.6.10,
L.6.1, L.6.2, L.6.3,
L.6.5
Spelling Test
 
Unit 2 root word
definition quiz
Complete a personal
narrative quizziz

Morphology- Unit 11a
 
Writing- Read over
introduction and
middle of personal
narratives.  Add
details as needed and
be ready to write a
conclusion for the
essay tomorrow

Writing- Introduce the
ways to conclude a
personal narrative
Review the list and
write examples of the
5 ways to write an
ending
Review the conclusion
from our mentor
text My Summer
Reading Challenge
Write an ending to our
personal narratives

Morphology- Root
word definition cards
 
Revise and edit rough
draft of personal
narrative adding
details that are needed
and fixing grammatical
errors.

Trial spelling Test
 
Type final copy of
personal narrative on
a google doc paying
close attention to fixing
errors found while
editing and turn it in on
google classroom.
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